Construction of functionals; the Choquet theorem.
We consider a compact Hausdorff space X, the set C of all real continuous functions on X, and a linear manifold L of C that contains the constant functions. We denote by M, M 4 ', and P respectively the spaces of Radon measures, non-negative Radon measures, and probability Radon measures on X, and by R the set of real numbers. For each x e X we define the set M, = M,(L) = { (JL e M+|pi(g) == g{x) for all g e L}.
The unit atomic measure at x, denoted by s^, belongs to M.r. Also since 1 c= L we have pt.(l) = 1 for all (JL e M,c, so that M,cp.
For each fe C and each o-eP we define r(^)=inf^(g)|g.L, g^f\.
Each fe C is bounded, L contains the constants, and so /""(o-) is well-defined and finite. Evidently (2) g^) == ^(g) whenever g e L.
We adopt the convenient abuse of notation of writing f*{x) for /'*(£,,;), so that x->f*{x) is precisely the upper semi-continuous real function on X defined by r(x)=M{g(x)\g^L, g^f\.
LEMMA. -For each oreP the map f -> /""((r) of C into R 15 a sublinear functional on C.
Let p(/ 1 ) = f{<j) for all /*e C. Suppose ^, ^ € C, let £>0, and choose gi, gg e L such that &•>/. ^r ) < P ( / r ) + 6 (r-1, 2).
But £ > 0 was arbitrary and so p(A+/2)<p^)+p(A) for all f^ /g e C. One proves similary that
for all real X ^ 0 and /'e C. Now choose h e C and let W/i be the set of all points x e X that satisfy the condition that for at least one v e Ma;(L) we have^h )>h{x).
(3) W,=|^X|^)>/^Oj; the set WA i5 consequently an Fg set. Moreover, given T e P, we can find (JL e P (depending on h and ^) such that
Let :reW/» and let v e M^ be such that v(/i) > /i(^). Then if g e L, g ^ /i we have
so that g{x)-h{x)^^{h)-h{x)>0 and hence h*{x)>h{x). This proves that By (1) the functional v is continuous. For geL we have, by (2) , v(g) < p(g) = ff(g) and also -g eL, so that -v(g) == v(-g) ^ o-(-g) == -°'(^)> whence in fact (5) ^g)^^) for all g e L.
8.
Next, (1) implies that for fe. C with jf< 0 we have v(/') < 0 and hence v(-/*) > 0, so that v > 0, and thus v e= M 4 -. Now take x e X with A*(a;) > h{x) and let o-= ^ in the above construction, so that now v e M.c, and p(/*) == f*(x) for all /*<= C. Then v(A) == p(A) == h\x) > h{x) and therefore x e W/». So we have {x^X\h^x)>h{x)}sW,, which with (4) establishes (3).
Next h*, and hence (h* -h), is upper semi-continuous and hence
For the last part let a = v^ as above. Then a ^ 0, and (5) provides the proof of relation (i) of theorem 1 and in particular the fact that (Ji(l) == r(l), so that (JL€:P.
To prove that ^(W^) = 0 it is enough to show that ^(F^) = 0 for all n ;> 1. Suppose there is an exceptional n with pL(FJ = S > 0.
Then if g^-h, geL we have g ^ h* and consequently
On the other hand
which contradicts (6) and completes the proof that (^(W^) = 0.
COROLLARY (CHOQUET). -Let X be a compact convex metrizable set in a locally convex real linear topological space, Then the set E of extreme points of X is a G § set. Moreover, for each aeX there exists a probability Radon measure a on X such that
where L is now the set of restrictions to X of real continuous affine functions, and,
For the proof we take h to be the strictly convex real continuous function on X constructed by HERVE [6] . Then it is clear that W/» n E = ^ (see § 3). But HERVE shows that if o;eE then h*{x) = h{x) so that, by (3), |we have W/» == |E for this A. On taking T = £" in theorem 1 we obtain therefore a p. e P satisfying (j) and (jj). In § 4 we present a generalization of this argument.
Characterizations of the Choquet boundary.
Now let A(L) denote the smallest uniformly closed subalgebra of C that contains L. Evidently
The Choquet boundary of the space X for the class of functions L is by definition the set X = ^e X|M,(L) = M,(A(L))j.
The Weierstrass-Stone theorem, together with a simple measure-theoretic argument like that used to prove proposition 1 below, implies that this definition is equivalent to the slightly different one given by BISHOP and DE LEEUW [4] . If L separates the points of X then A(L) == C and so, in this case,^X -^eX|M,(L) =(£,)!. PROPOSITION 1. -For each linear subspace L of C that contains the constants, we have (7) &z.x=n [W,=F||;W,,,
We emphasize here that W^, for fe. C, depends on fand on L. Suppose /ieA(L), a;<=W/t. Then there is a v e Ma.(L) with v(A) > h{x), so that v« Ma;(A(L)) and hence x < ^X. This shows that f8) W^ n ^X = ^ for all h e A(L).
Conversely suppose that a<i^X, let v e Ma(L)\M<,(A(L)), and let supp v denote the support of v. Then we can find b e supp v, with 6 ^= a, together with a function gi e L such that gi (6) <7€L which with (8) yields the desired formula (7) . By theorem 1 we now have. The first equality follows from the proof of (9), applied to the pair (F, L) in place of (X, L), and the obvious fact that Fa^X. The same reasoning applied to -u then yields the second part.
Measures on the boundary for separable L.
In this section we suppose that L is separable. Let (g,n)m>i be a countable dense set in L, and let (^)^i be an enumeration of the rationals, and let
so that /ieA(L). We show that this h satisfies (11). First if aeX, veM^(L), g e L, reR then
\8-r\)=f\g{x)-r\^dx)^\f(g{x)-r^{dx)\=\g{a)-r\,
and hence in particular (12) v(^)>M^) (m,n>l).
Now suppose ae^X and let v e M^(L)\M<,(A(L)
). Then as in the proof of proposition 1 we can find b e supp v, with b =/= a, and p ^ 1 such that gp(fc) ^ gp(»). We therefore have f\8pW-8pW\^dx)=S>0.
But we can find a rational r^ such that
W=\g,{a}-r,\<^S.
Then^f
\g,{x)-r,\v(dx)
>f{W-gpW\-W-r^(dx)>S-^S=^S.
Hence v(A^) > hpq{a) which together with (12) shows that v(A) > h{a), so that a e W/i. We have thus shown that [^XcW^. But W^n^X^ and so (11) is proved.
By We shall not require L to be separable in this section. In his paper [3] Bauer has shown that the theory of the Choquet boundary becomes specially satisfactory when L is a lattice. We show here that corollary 2 to proposition 1 makes possible a direct proof of one of Bauer 9 s results, and then consider the effect of an additional equicontinuity condition. THEOREM 2 (BAUER). -If L is a linear subspace of C that contains the constants, separates the points of X, and is a lattice for the natural partial ordering, then ^X is a closed set and the restriction map f->f=f\^X from L into R(^X) is an isometric linear and lattice isomorphism onto a dense subset of R(OLX) {and hence actually onto R(^X) if L is complete). Moreover, given T e M, we can find a unique a = p4 e M satisfying
for all geL;
(ii) supp pi c ^X.
The map T -> ^ in M is linear and it maps M" 1 " isometrically into itself.
For this we use Bauer's maximum principle [2] , which we need only in the following weak form : ifL is a linear subspace of C that contains the constants and separates the points of X then for each f e L there is a point a e= bi,X such that f(a) == max f{x).
a?ex
Now let F= ^X and consider the restriction map f->f=f\F from L into R(F). This is linear and order-preserving. The maximum principle applied to f and to -f shows that it is also an isometry. Now if also L is a lattice for the natural partial ordering then the restriction map preserves the lattice structure. For let f, g e L, h = f/\ g, and let h and u e R(F) be compared, where
Following e.g. KADISON [7] , we have h < / > , h < g and hence ft ^ u. If for some x e= ^X we have h(x) < u(a;) then by corollary 2 to proposition 1 we can find k e L such that < u and /i(a?) < /c(^) < u[x). Then A-< f, A 1 < g and the maximum principle implies that k ^ /*, A* <; g; whence k^f/\j;_=h, which contradicts the inequality h{x) </c(a?). Since brX === F we must therefore have Ji = u\ that is, the restriction of f/\g to F is equal to min (f, g). Likewise the restriction of jfVg to F is max (f, g).
The set L is thus a linear sublattice of R(F) that contains the constants and separates points and hence, by the Weierstrass-Stone theorem, it lies densely in R(F). Any continuous linear functional on L is therefore representable by a unique Radon measure on F. The map f->^{f) is such a functional, and so we find (x=p4eM to satisfy (i) and (ii). The remaining properties of the map T -> ^ are immediate, if we assume that F = ^LX. which implies that g{y) = g{x) in supp T u supp (T == suppv. Thus every ge=L takes the constant value g{x) on suppv; but L separates points, and hence supp v == x, v == £3;, a; e ^X, and the proof is complete. Now suppose that L is complete and meets the conditions of theorem 2 and let (JL^ denote the measure constructed in that theorem for the special case T === e^, where x e X. Suppose further that the functions /e L with |]/*[| ^ 1 are equicontinuous at each point of |^X and let ^^ K£ |^X with K compact. For each ueR(^X) the map x-> p^(u) from X into R is, by theorem 2, the unique function u in L whose restriction to ^X is u. If ^(u) denotes the restriction of u to K then, by the maximum principle, where all the gr are in L, and if for <r, T e P we write <r =< T whenever <s{v) ^ r(^) for all ^eL then O-^T implies that
